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LET’S KILL: CRIME SCENE
INSTIGATION EXPANSION DECK
The great thing about Crime Scenes is
that you can make your own! Looking for
more homicidal mayhem? More darkly
humorous stick figure art? Or maybe just
some ideas for your crime drama script?
Add some madness to your method with
Crime Scene Instigation, a morbidly
funny expansion for the Let’s Kill card
game. Just mix these 55 cards into your
Let’s Kill game to add more doomed vic-
tims than you can shake a stick figure at!
Scheduled to ship in September 2010.
ATG 1273................................$12.95

EX ILLIS MINIATURES
Scheduled to ship in June 2010.NOT ACTUAL ART

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #128
GTM contains articles on gameplay,
previews and reviews, game related
fiction, and self contained games or
game modules, along with solicitation
information on upcoming game, and
video releases.
GTM 128..................................$3.99

THE ARMY PAINTER

ATLAS GAMES

BASTION STUDIO

CAVALRY UNITS REINFORCEMENT BOX
BAS 30007..................................................................................................$27.95

ENGLISH UNITS REINFORCEMENT BOX
BAS 30006..................................................................................................$27.95

BATTLEFIELD
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.

BASING BATTLEFIELD ROCKS
TAP BF4110 ..............................$3.99

BASING BLACK BATTLEGROUND
TAP BF4101 ..............................$3.99

BASING BROWN BATTLEGROUND
TAP BF4102 ..............................$3.99

BATTLEFIELD GRAVEL SNOW
TAP BF4103 ..............................$3.99

LICHEN SUMMER UNDERGROWTH
TAP BF4109 ..............................$3.99

SCATTER ASH GREY
TAP BF4106 ..............................$3.99

SCATTER GRASS GREEN
TAP BF4104 ..............................$3.99

SCATTER MOSS GREEN
TAP BF4105 ..............................$3.99

STATIC FIELD GRASS
TAP BF4107 ..............................$3.99

STATIC STEPPE GRASS
TAP BF4108 ..............................$3.99

XP JUNGLE TUFT
TAP BF4129 ..............................$4.99

XP POISON IVY
TAP BF4128 ..............................$4.99

COLOUR PRIMER
Scheduled to ship in August 2010.

ANGEL GREEN
TAP CP3020 ............................$14.99

CRYSTAL BLUE
TAP CP3017 ............................$14.99

ULTRAMARINE BLUE
TAP CP3022 ............................$14.99

WOLF GREY
TAP CP3021 ............................$14.99

SUPER GLUE
Scheduled to ship in November 2010.

ACTIVATOR DISPENSER
30ML. (9)
TAP GL2005 ............................$44.91

FULL DISPENSER 20ML. (12)
TAP GL2004 ............................$59.88

STARTER KIT
The Starter Set contains everything that’s in the Integral Kit, except the modular plastic
board. Instead, this starter comes with a printed and plasticized gaming surface (fold-
able 36” x 45”).
BAS 10000..................................................................................................$69.95

Order by the due date of
August 27th, 2010!
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WARGAMES ILLUSTRATED #277
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
BFM WI277 ..............................$8.00

TERROR NETWORK:
THE AGENCY RESOURCE GUIDE
Compatible with the Terror Network sys-
tem, but handy for any game featuring
counter-terrorism action, The Agency
Resource Guide delivers critical back-
ground details on investigations, agen-
cies, security clearances, and more.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
S2P BED2004 ..........................$19.99

BIBLE TABOO
In this “Bible Edition” of the game of
unspeakable fun, players give word clues
to their teammates, trying to avoid the
forbidden TABOO words! Scheduled to
ship in October 2010.
CGD 718 ................................$27.50

BATTLETECH: FIRST STRIKE
BATTLECORP ANTHOLOGY
VOLUME 2
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
PSI CT35801............................$14.95

BATTLETECH: RECORD
SHEETS 3050 UPGRADE
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
PSI CT35162..............................$9.99

SHADOWRUN: WAR
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
PSI CT26206............................$29.99
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FANTASY CRAFT:
ADVENTURE COMPANION
Journey to three original worlds and mas-
ter new rules and character options with
this essential handbook for Fantasy Craft.
Join the vicious scheming and fierce com-
bat of warring nations in Cloak &
Dagger; face the primitive savagery and
unearthly horror of the sword & sorcery
Epoch; and venture through the winding
river deltas and lost tombs of Sunchaser.
Plus, many new Origins, classes, feats,
and campaign qualities to enhance your
characters and campaigns. Scheduled to
ship in October 2010.
S2P CFG01002........................$24.99

BIG BOOK OF LITTLE GAMES
For years, Origins-Award winning game
designer John Wick has been designing
"little games." These have been for
friends, private collectors, and sometimes
public release. For the first time, all of
John's little games are collected in one vol-
ume. Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
PSI CB5202..............................$24.99

CLOCKWORK & CHIVALRY:
THOU SHALT NOT SUFFER
There are those who claim that witches
don’t exist! They also claim that tales of
curses and crop blights, of midnight sab-
bats and dark conspiracies, are the
fevered imaginings of fanatical Witch
Finders. Those people have never been to
Cornwall. In that wild and sea-girt land,
the Witch Queen rules through sorcery
and fear, and the Royalist majority seem
to be in thrall to her evil will. The
Adventurers are sent on a mission to this
bleak, remote, and sinister place to find
the truth behind a growing evil which
could swallow up the whole of England.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
PSI CB6102..............................$24.99

DARING TALES OF
THE SPRAWL COMPENDIUM
These cyberpunk, two-fisted tales take the
characters into the Sprawl, where extract-
ing corporate employees from under their
employers noses, exchanging fire with the
scum who inhabit the deregulated zones,
whilst trying to stay alive long enough to
collect your pay is the order of the day.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
PSI CB30014............................$14.99

DEAD OF NIGHT (2ND EDITION)
Dead of Night is the roleplaying game of
campfire tales, slasher movies, and b-
movie horror. It is a game of screaming
victims, unstoppable killers, and slavering
monsters, where the horror movie clichés
flow thicker than blood and the only vic-
tory is survival! Scheduled to ship in
October 2010.
PSI CB6600..............................$29.99

BATTLEFRONT
MINIATURES

BEDROCK GAMES

CACTUS GAME DESIGN

CATALYST GAME LABS

CRAFTY GAMES

CUBICLE 7
ENTERTAINMENT

MENDICUM EXPANSION BOX
BAS 30008 ..............................$25.95

SERJEANTS EXPANSION BOX
BAS 30003 ..............................$25.95

KNIGHT BANERET
EXPANSION BOX
BAS 30001 ..............................$22.95

MANGONEL EXPANSION BOX
BAS 30002 ..............................$25.95

INTEGRAL KIT
The Integral Kit gives players privileged entryway into the Ex illis universe: 54 plastic fig-
urines, the realism of whose proportions is unequalled on the market; a completely modular
gameboard crafted of 20 high-quality plastic tiles (36” x 45” squared mat); free software
that replaces dice, measuring tapes, and even… referees; and a website at the cutting edge
of technology that will serve as your headquarters, maintaining the data for all of your units
in one place and keeping track of the development of each of your soldiers.
BAS 20000................................................................................................$159.95

FLEAUDIAN UNITS
REINFORCEMENT BOX
BAS 30005 ..............................$29.95
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GODSEND AGENDA:
THE EXTRAORDINAGENTS
For the public, it's a reality show intend-
ed to showcase a group of neophyte
metahumans being molded into a new
government super team. For one man, it's
the means to power, and to conclude an
ancient vengeance, no matter how many
bodies he must step over to do so!
Welcome to the ExtraordinAgents! Which
side are you on? ExtraordinAgents is an
introductory adventure for GODSEND
Agenda designed to start the characters
on their journey to superhero-dom.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
PSI CB5909................................$9.99

HELLAS: PRINCES
OF THE UNIVERSE
Expand your horizons with the Princes of
the Universe, the first supplement to the
acclaimed HELLAS: Worlds of Sun and
Stone role-playing game. Plunge head-
long into a mythological sci-fi space
opera where bold Hellenes and their alien allies do battle with the Zoran empire and
their Atlantean allies. Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
PSI CB5907 ................................................................................................$39.99

HOT WAR
A double ENnie Award 2009 nominee
for Best Writing and Best Setting! London.
Winter. 1963. It is a year since the Cold
War went hot. And this was not just a
nuclear war. Far more sinister, darker
weapons were deployed from the shad-
ows. Survival and re-building are all that
matter now. But human nature and tragic
circumstances mean that everyone has
their own ambitions. Into this maelstrom
steps the Special Situations Group, a mot-
ley band of men and women tasked with
the jobs too dirty or dangerous for any-
one else. This is Hot War: a game of
friends, enemies, secrets, and conse-
quences in the aftermath. Scheduled to
ship in October 2010.
PSI CB6501..............................$29.99

ICONS: THE VILLAINOMICON
Bring on the Bad Guys! The first supple-
ment for the ICONS Superpowered
Roleplaying game, The Villainomicon
provides Game Masters with a rogues’
gallery of dozens of villains, plus new
powers, new specialties, optional rules,
and dozens of adventure hooks.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
PSI CB5012..............................$29.99

INTERFACE ZERO
(SAVAGE WORLDS)
Interface Zero is a game without barriers;
a setting where you can be artificially
intelligent robots, vat-grown simulacrum,
transgenic hybrids, or just plain old flesh
and blood humans. You can jack into the
world around you and program it to suit
your needs, implant cyberware in your
body, interface with machines, fly hover
craft, golemmechs, jump bikes, and even
hover tanks and Low Altitude Vehicles
complete with the latest weapons and cut-
ting edge VTOL or anti-gravity propulsion
systems. Interface Zero is more than just a
game setting, it is a toolbox you can use,
adding or dropping whichever elements
you wish to create the sci-fi game world
of your dreams! Scheduled to ship in
October 2010.
PSI CB6700..............................$39.99

THE LAUNDRY RPG:
BLACK BAG JOBS
From the war-torn hillsides of
Afghanistan to the corridors of power in
Whitehall, from yoga lessons in Devon to
the end of the world, it's time to break in
and steal the secrets of reality with Black
Bag Jobs, featuring six self-contained
missions for your Laundry campaign.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
PSI CB1202..............................$24.99

HORNET LEADER:
CARRIER AIR OPERATIONS
This massive addition to the Air Leader
series of solitaire board games includes
all the aircraft and weapons used by the
US Navy since the Vietnam War, includ-
ing squadrons of FA-18A’s, FA-18C’s, FA-
18E’s, FA-18F’s, FA-18G’s, F-14’s, A-6’s,
A-7’s, EA-6B’s, and E-2C’s, as well as the
F-35 stealth fighter/bomber, which the
Navy won’t even receive until 2014.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
DV1 015..................................$89.99

DAN VERSSEN GAMES

MODERN NAVAL BATTLES:
GLOBAL WARFARE (REPRINT)
Command a national fleet and attempt to
sink the ships in the opposing fleets in this
completely updated and revised edition of
the award-winning card game of modern
naval combat. This fast-paced Naval sim-
ulator features ships from nine different
nations: USA, USSR, UK, France, China,
Argentina, Taiwan, Norway, and Japan.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
DV1 004..................................$49.99

DAYS OF WONDER

TICKET TO RIDE:
NORDIC COUNTRIES
Ticket to Ride: Nordic Countries takes
you on a Nordic adventure through
Denmark, Finland, Norway, and
Sweden as you travel to the great north-
ern cities of Copenhagen, Oslo,
Helsinkiand Stockholm. Visit Norway’s
beautiful fjords and the magnificent
mountain scenery on the Rauma
Railway. Breathe in the salt air of the
busy Swedish ports on the Baltic Sea.
Ride through the Danish countryside
where Vikings once walked. Hop-on the
Finnish railway and travel across the
Arctic Circle to the land of the Midnight
Sun. In this latest installment in the best-
selling train adventure series, players
collect cards of various types of train
cars that enable them to claim railway
routes and pass through tunnels and
onto ferries, as they connect cities
throughout the Nordic Countries.
Scheduled to ship in August 2010.
DOW 7208 ............................$50.00

MEMOIR '44 BATTLE MAP -
DISASTER AT DIEPPE
The final installment in the first series of
Memoir '44 Battle Maps, Disaster at
Dieppe features two new, ready-to-play
Overlord scenarios (Disaster at Dieppe
& The Capture of Fortress Tobruk), new
jeep and half-track figures, and four
Standard scenarios (Raid on Barce and
Rommel's Right Hook, featuring the new
jeeps as long-range patrol cars; and
Panzers in the Atlas and Le-Mesnil-
Adélée, featuring the new Sd.Kfz. 250
half-tracks). Scheduled to ship in
September 2010.
DOW 730016 ................................PI
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WORLD AT WAR #15
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
DCG WAW-15 ........................$29.99

PS238 #48
Ambreil Valentine becomes the newest
recruit of the Trans Dimensional Defense
Division, section 43. She’s been selected
to officially arrest Victor Von Fogg for
attempted destruction of a universe con-
taining sentient beings. Of course, she’ll
have to get past Victor’s increasingly god-
like powers while keeping him from con-
suming the parallel universe she and her
friends have traveled to! Scheduled to
ship in October 2010.
DSP DGP048..............................$2.99

TORN ASUNDER: CRITICAL HITS
Don’t just beat your opponents into sub-
mission - tear them limb from limb! Torn
Asunder: Critical Hits provides a complete
and comprehensive system for critical hits
in any Pathfinder Roleplaying Game.
Critical hits are real hits - disabling func-
tion, mangling body parts, and leaving
real wounds behind that have lasting
effects. Torn Asunder pulls no punches; it
provides a realistic and effective injury
system, covering all creatures, anatomies,
and body types. Included as well are rules
for natural healing, scarification, and
herbal treatments. Scheduled to ship in
October 2010.
S2P DWG5000 ........................$24.99

AGE OF STEAM
The classic and original version of Martin
Wallace’s Age of Steam is back in print
and looks better than ever! Age of Steam
relives the era of the pioneer US railroads
building the track that transformed
America’s economy as steam-belching
iron horses roar across the wild plains.
This new edition supports 36 expansions
which have been created over the past six
years for this game - testimony to its
amazing popularity! Scheduled to ship in
June 2010.
FRD EG101160........................$59.99

DECISION GAMES

DORK STORM PRESS

DRAGONWING GAMES

EAGLE GAMES

AGE OF STEAM: GERMANY /
FRANCE EXPANSION
This double-sided Age of Steam expansion
combines the Germany expansion from
Age of Steam Expansion - Western US and
Germany and the France expansion from
Age of Steam Expansion - Italy and
France. Scheduled to ship in June 2010.
FRD EG101210........................$24.99

AGE OF STEAM:
TIME TRAVELER EXPANSION
Take your Age of Steam experience to the
next dimension! The Age of Steam: Time
Traveler Expansion comes with several
new maps that represent not only differ-
ent locations, but also different times as
well, and adds an exciting new twist as
players travel from one map to another
using time portals.Scheduled to ship in
October 2010.
FRD EG101263........................$34.99

ATTACK! DELUXE EXPANSION
Everything you will ever need to conquer
the sea is in Attack! Deluxe Expansion,
including over 300 plastic miniatures, a
huge 24” x 36” game board, and all-new
rules of engagement by Mike Selinker
and Sean Brown. Scheduled to ship in
June 2010.
FRD EG101191........................$44.99

CAVUM
To be the most successful prospector, you
will need to establish tunnel networks that
connect several veins of precious stones.
Use your hard-earned haul to fulfill
orders for beautiful jewelry, or sell the
stones on the open market. But beware
the other prospectors who may undercut
your sales or make life hard under the
mountain by redirecting or even dynamit-
ing your network! Only the quick-witted
and the cunning will succeed as you nav-
igate the depths of Cavum! Scheduled to
ship in June 2010.
FRD EG101182........................$59.99

DEFENDERS OF THE REALM:
BARBARIAN EXPANSION
Designed as a pre-order bonus for
Defenders of the Realm, the Barbarian
expansion consists of a single, hero
miniature and its associated character
card - as rendered by Larry Elmore - that
utilizes the following abilities: Battle Rage,
Famed Warrior, and Local Support.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
FRD EG101258..........................$4.99

DEFENDERS OF THE REALM: BLACK DRAGON EXPANSION
The Black Dragon expansion for Defenders of the Realm includes a Black Dragon figure,
complete with a General card, plus additional “Darkness Spreads” and “Hero” cards, and
rules for the expansion. Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
FRD EG101265 ..........................................................................................$24.99

FICTIONAIRE
GAME SERIES
Introducing a new twist to
the classic Dictionary /
Balderdash, Fictionaire
encourages players to
devise bogus definitions
or fake answers to a
word or question asked
by the game's host - try-
ing to trick them into
believing their answer is
correct. Choosing the
right definition - or get-
ting someone to pick your
answer - earns you
points. The Fictionaire
Game Series includes
four uniquely themed
card packs, each with

120 thought provoking questions – Classic Fictionaire; Naturals –
Chronicles of the Physical World; Tall Tales – Strange Stories from a Weird
World; and Fool Science – The Compendium of Scientific Wonders.
Scheduled to ship September 2010. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in
full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
FICTIONAIRE CLASSIC DECK DOW 8101 ....................................$10.00
FICTIONAIRE FOOL SCIENCE DECK DOW 8103 ..........................$10.00
FICTIONAIRE NATURALS DECK DOW 8104 ................................$10.00
FICTIONAIRE TALL TALES DECK DOW 8102 ................................$10.00
FICTIONAIRE POP DISPLAY DOW 8105 ....................................$200.00
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PUERTO RICO: THE PC GAME
50 years after Columbus discovered the
New World, the island colony of Puerto
Rico began to blossom. In this PC version
of the popular game, Puerto Rico, play-
ers take on the roles of Prospector,
Governor, Settler, Trader, Merchant,
Builder, and Craftsman attempting to
build the new colony while building their
own wealth and reputation. Scheduled to
ship in June 2010.
FRD EG101012 ................................PI

RAILWAYS OF THE WORLD
This new core edition of the popular rail-
way-building game includes engine plac-
ards, railroad tiles, train tokens, money,
bonds, and other items required to play
Railways of the World. Scheduled to ship
in June 2010.
FRD EG101122........................$74.99

RAILWAYS OF THE WORLD:
ENGLAND & WALES EXPANSION
Who will become the first Rail Baron of
England? This new expansion features
two sets of rules: rules for the original
Railways of the World series, and a
brand-new rules set from Martin Wallace.
Scheduled to ship in June 2010.
FRD EG101189........................$34.99

RAILWAYS OF THE WORLD:
EUROPE EXPANSION
A continent awaits for the Rails of Europe!
It is mid 19th century Europe. The rail-
roads that first appeared in England are
now appearing on the European main-
land. Wealth and prestige await the play-
er who can tap into the resources and
demands of the continent in this Railways
of the World expansion. Scheduled to
ship in June 2010.
FRD EG101251........................$34.99

RAILWAYS OF THE WORLD:
RAILWAYS THROUGH
TIME EXPANSION
Take your Railways of the World experience
to the next dimension! The Railways of the
World: Railways Through Time Expansion
features several newmaps that represent not
only different locations, but also different
times as well, and adds an exciting new
twist as players travel from one map to
another using time portals. Scheduled to
ship in October 2010.
FRD EG101264........................$39.99

THROUGH THE AGES
In this exciting game of strategy and
resource management, players guide their
civilizations up from Antiquity, through the
Middle Ages, and into Modern Times.
Scheduled to ship in June 2010.
FRD EG101053........................$69.99

WENCH! THE DRINKING MAN’S
THINKING GAME
Featuring 52 cards brilliantly splashed
with original art by artist Monte Michael
Moore, known for his work in Playboy,
for LucasArts, and Wizards of the Coast,
Wench! is the fast-paced card game of
rules to remember and penalties to avoid!
Scheduled to ship in June 2010.
FRD EG101021 ................................PI

A GAME OF THRONES LCG:
KINGS OF THE STORM EXPANSION
A storm is coming, raging under the ban-
ner of the crowned stag. The Great
Houses of Westeros will shake as the
brothers of House Baratheon each make
their claim to the Iron Throne in the
deluxe expansion for A Game of Thrones:
The Card Game, Kings of the Storm.
Kings of the Storm will boost House
Baratheon’s native strengths of power
rushing and cost reducing as well intro-
duce strong, neutral Knights to add
power and synergy to any deck. This165-
card expansion features three copies
each of 55 unique cards designed to add
depth and strategic opportunities to your
A Game of Thrones decks. Scheduled to
ship in September 2010.
FFG GOT66 ............................$29.95

ANIMA TACTICS
Increase your force and tactical flexibility
with heroic character blisters containing a
highly detailed metal miniature, a char-
acter card, asset card, and all the action
counters you need. Scheduled to ship in
September 2010.
DARK FACTION - KAGEMARU
FFG CS2035 ............................$14.99
NEUTRAL FACTION - COVEL
FFG CS3035 ............................$14.99
NEUTRAL FACTION - NK-X
FFG CS3036 ............................$29.99

ART OF GEORGE R.R. MARTIN’S
A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE
VOLUME 1
From the sands of Dorne to the frozen
north, Westeros is a realm of picturesque
landscapes, immense strongholds, and
captivating characters. Since its debut,
George R.R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and
Fire series has left these images indelibly
imprinted in the minds of millions of read-
ers. Now, some of the finest fantasy artists
in the world have come together to offer
their take on this rich and vibrant setting.
Serving as a reprint of an earlier edition,
The Art of George R.R. Martin’s A Song of
Ice & Fire, Volume I features almost 200
pages of scenes, characters, and land-
scapes from the novels, as well as a fore-
word written by George R.R. Martin him-
self. Scheduled to ship in September 2010.
FFG IF01..................................$29.95

SORCERY & SUPER SCIENCE!
After the cracking of the moon and before
the rise of Atlantis, the world was a place
strange to the thoughts of honest men.
The death throes of science amid the birth
of magic sculpted new generations of
conquerors who strode the lands forging
civilizations of steel, sinew, and sorcery
from the decrepit hulks of the ones that fell
before. Tyrannical wizards, amoral
super-scientists, charismatic catalysts,
and multifarious mutants battled for
wealth, power, and honor. It was ten
thousand years of barbarity; ten thou-
sand years spent in the shadowy shells of
past glories, hiding from horrible crea-
tures that scratched and skittered for
blood; ten thousand years of tyranny and
injustice, ten thousand years of Sorcery &
Super Science! Scheduled to ship in
September 2010.
IMP XRP9000 ..........................$15.00

EXPEDITIOUS
RETREAT PRESS

FANTASY FLIGHT GAMES



WINGS OF WAR WWI
TheWings of War World War I Miniatures Game gets even more exciting with four new
planes, each appearing in three different styles: the British RAF S.E.5a and the French
Breguet 14B.2, as well as the German Rumpler C.IV and the Pfalz D.III. Each Wings of
War World War I Miniatures Airplane Pack comes complete with a plane model, paint-
ed and assembled, including a gaming base with variable altitude stand and a special
deck of cards used to maneuver the plane. Scheduled to ship in September 2010.
BREGUET BR.14 B2 96TH SQUADRON FFG WW23I ....................................$12.95
BREGUET BR.14 B2 BR 107 FFG WW23G ....................................................$12.95
BREGUET BR.14 B2 BR 129 FFG WW23H ....................................................$12.95
PFALZ D.III (HOHN) FFG WW23D ................................................................$12.95
PFALZ D.III (KLEIN) FFG WW23E ..................................................................$12.95
PFALZ D.IIIA (HOTLZEM) FFG WW23F ..........................................................$12.95
R.A.F. SE5A (BISHOP) FFG WW23A ............................................................$12.95
R.A.F. SE5A (BOUDWIN) FFG WW23C ........................................................$12.95
R.A.F. SE5A (DALLAS) FFG WW23B ..............................................................$12.95
RUMPLER C.IV C. 8012/17 FFG WW23L......................................................$12.95
RUMPLER C.IV C. 8267 FFG WW23K ..........................................................$12.95
RUMPLER C.IV C. 8455/16 FFG WW23J ......................................................$12.95
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LORD OF THE RINGS BOARD
GAME (SILVER LINE EDITION)
Travel the perilous path to Mordor in
Reiner Knizia’s The Lord of the Rings.
Beautifully illustrated by renown Tolkien
artist John Howe, this uniquely coopera-
tive board game immerses 2-5 players
into Middle-earth, taking on the roles of
hobbits on a quest to destroy the One
Ring. This new Silver Line Edition of The
Lord of the Rings features a beautiful
graphics overhaul, a new rules presenta-
tion, and updated components, all bun-
dled into a smaller, more affordable
package. The time has never been better
to experience The Lord of the Rings!
Scheduled to ship in September 2010.
FFG LTR12 ..............................$29.95

PLASTIC STANDS
Crafted from high-quality plastic, Fantasy
Flight Supply Plastic Stands are perfect
for keeping your cardboard standees and
tokens upright and in sight. Each pack
comes with 10 Plastic Stands. Scheduled
to ship in September 2010.
FFG FFS32 ................................$2.99

SLEEVES (50)
A great way to protect your LCG and
other standard-sized cards (card size: 2
1/2” x 3 1/2”), these standard card
game sleeves crafted of clear, 100
micron-thick, non-PVC, acid-free
polypropylene plastic come in five colors
(Black, Blue, Green, Red, and White), are
designed to fit cards snugly, and feature a
slip-resistant matte finish, making shuf-
fling and handling easy. Scheduled to
ship in September 2010.
BLACK
FFG FFS27 ................................$2.99
BLUE
FFG FFS28 ................................$2.99
GREEN
FFG FFS29 ................................$2.99
RED
FFG FFS30 ................................$2.99
WHITE
FFG FFS31 ................................$2.99

WARHAMMER INVASION: MARCH
OF THE DAMNED EXPANSION
A deluxe expansion for Warhammer:
Invasion The Card Game, March of the
Damned brings new strategic depth to your
deck-building experience. With 165 cards
(three copies each of 55 cards) consisting of
new deckbuilding options for players of all
factions, March of the Damned unleashes,
as neutral forces, the mysterious danger of
the jungle-dwelling Lizardmen and the foul
dark arts of the Vampire Counts to
Warhammer: Invasion. March of the
Damned also introduces two new keywords,
“Savage” and “Necromancy,” bringing a
new level of strategy. Scheduled to ship in
September 2010.
FFG WHC15................................................................................................$29.95

DEATHWATCH RPG: GAME MASTER’S TOOL KIT
The Game Master’s Kit for the Warhammer 40,000 Deathwatch Roleplay
Game comes complete with a sturdy cardboard GM screen featuring stun-
ning Deathwatch artwork and useful tables, charts, rules, and statistics for
quick Game Master reference. In addition, the kit also comes with a book
featuring a complete adventure (“The Shadow of Madness”), plus an appen-
dix detailing the important NPCs that the Kill-team may encounter, as well as
plenty of adventure seeds for each. Scheduled to ship in September 2010.
FFG DW02 ................................................................................$19.95

SMILEYFACE
SmileyFace is a card game of face-to-
face family fun for four to eight players.
Over seven short rounds, each player
tries to collect the highest total “face
value” of emoticons cards of a single
type. This clever family game by design-
ers Bruno Faidutti and Gwena’l
Bouquin, featuring hilarious art by
Antonio Dessi and Ben Prenvost,
includes 82 cards with dozens of quirky
and colorful characters based on popu-
lar emoticons. Scheduled to ship in
September 2010.
FFG TY03 ..............................$14.95
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LAST NIGHT ON EARTH:
INVASION FROM OUTER SPACE -
THE MARTIAN GAME
It is the early 1950’s, the dawn of the
Atomic Age, and mankind is on the brink
of setting out to explore the new frontier
of space. But what they don’t know is that
space has already come to them! In a
small field near a traveling carnival just
outside of a sleepy rural town in middle
America, the first Martian Saucers begin
to land - the vanguard to a massive alien
armada. The Invasion has begun! In this
fast-paced, modular game of fiendish
Martians, Big Top Heroes, and SciFi
Movie Action, players take on the role of
either Carnival Heroes, using their special
talents and working together to fight off
the Martian Invasion; or as the invaders
themselves, waves of Martian Soldiers
and Flying Saucers, blasting Humans with
Ray Guns and unleashing their vile alien
technologies upon the Earth. Invasion
From Outer Space is fully compatible with
Last Night on Earth, and can be com-
bined to form a massive game with up to
three independent factions (Heroes,
Zombies, and Martians). Scheduled to
ship in October 2010.
FFP 0301 ................................$59.95

ALL IN DICE GAME
In this winner-take-all game of choose n’
roll, be n’ win, it’s not only the number on
your card that counts, but how well can
you make your opponents think you
played a winning card - even when you
didn’t! Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
FDX 02906 ......................................PI

FLYING FROG
PRODUCTIONS

FUNDEX GAMES

BILLIONAIRE
In Billionaire, you can become filthy rich -
but beware of the Taxman! Fiddle in
finance, excel in energy, or make millions
in media. You have to be clear-thinking,
quick-of-hand, and shout the loudest.
Simply shuffle and deal the cards. Then,
trade your way to a billion dollar fortune!
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
FDX 28295 ......................................PI

BLACK OUT DICE GAME
Let the good times roll with this fast-mov-
ing variation on Bingo. Be the first to
cover up the last numbers on five Blackout
cards to win! Scheduled to ship in
October 2010.
FDX 02907 ......................................PI

DIARY OF A WIMPY
KID SCRABBLE
It’s time to put your inner “Wimpy Kid” to
work, and your wit on the game board!
This special edition of Scrabble features
new Wimpy Kid rules, an exclusive 50-
word dictionary, and a specially designed
game board that features Greg and the
gang, even Fregley and those pesky
whirley street kids. Zoo-Wee Mama!
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
FDX 03963 ......................................PI

DIARY OF A WIMPY KID UNO
Looking for something “productive” to
do? Play the Diary of a Wimpy Kid edi-
tion of UNO! No exercise required! This
special edition of UNO features 112
Custom Cards showcasing Greg Heffley
and the gang! Scheduled to ship in
October 2010.
FDX 07786 ......................................PI

HEIST CARD GAME
From the makers of Phase 10! Crack the
Code and Score the Gold! Only a true
mastermind could pull off a caper like this!
One vault door is the only thing standing
between you and a much-deserved treas-
ure! Will you play your cards right and be
the first to crack the code? Scheduled to
ship in October 2010.
FDX 28290 ......................................PI

IRON MAN 2 UNO
This special Iron Man 2 Movie Edition of
the UNO Card Game comes in a
Collector’s Tin, and features 112 Iron Man
2 Custom UNO Cards, plus the exclusive
War Machine Card and Rule which
deflects penalties onto your opponents!
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
FDX 07721 ......................................PI

JOHN DEERE SCRABBLE
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
FDX 03957 ......................................PI

JOHN DEERE UNO
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
FDX 07782 ......................................PI

MARVEL HEROES
LUNCHBOX CARD GAME
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
FDX 04292 ......................................PI

MARVEL HEROES UNO
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
FDX 07722 ......................................PI

MILLE BORNES BOARD GAME
You’re in a cross-country auto rally
through France, and it’s filled with real-life
traffic hazards. You’ve run out of gas - do
you have a Gasoline card? You’ve got a
flat tire - have you got a spare? Use spe-
cial cards to overcome hazards and put
obstacles in your opponents’ path. Stop
them with a Red Light, impose a Speed
Limit, cause a Breakdown. But watch out -
they’re trying to do the same to you!
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
FDX 04810 ......................................PI
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UNUSUAL SUSPECTS
Frame the felon and close the case in this
third addition to Fundex Games’ Dice
Slide Game line! In Unusual Suspects,
players take on the role of detectives, but
there is more at stake than just finding out
whodunit – everyone must protect their
own secret identities from being framed
for committing the crime! Scheduled to
ship in October 2010.
FDX 02908 ......................................PI

TUMBA
Pick it! Match it! Stack it! Tumba is the fun
balancing and strategy game that
requires a steady hand and cool head.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
FDX 02549 ......................................PI

WHAT’S IN NED’S HEAD
Ned’s got a lot of weird stuff on his mind.
Dig around and find out What’s in Ned’s
Head, as players take turns feeling around
Ned’s head for 15 silly objects pictured on
cards. Game includes one 17” plush Ned
head, 15 objects, game cards, instruc-
tions, and 10 blank cards so you can add
your own odd stuff to Ned’s noggin.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
FDX 02460 ......................................PI

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS
4E INN OF THE WELCOME
WENCH GAME MAT
The Inn of the Welcome Wench serves
as a base for your heroes, a gathering
place to seek out new blood for the
party, a destination to meet with
informants and quest givers and the
site of many an ale-driven drunken
brawl. The map shows the first floor of
the inn with a large common room, a bustling kitchen, and two private rooms for clan-
destine gatherings. Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
GF9 72756 ................................................................................................$19.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS 4E TOKEN SETS
Gale Force Nine’s Dungeons & Dragons 4E Token Sets let you take your game to the next
level with durable, full-color tokens customized to your character’s class. Each set comes
complete with a customizable, wet-eraseable Player Card, 17 tokens, one invisibility Stand-
Up, one Mounted Token Base, and one Action Point. Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
ROGUE GF9 72702 ....................................................................................$12.99
WARLORD GF9 72707 ................................................................................$12.99

FLYING COLORS: NAVAL
BATTLES IN THE AGE OF SAIL
Flying Colors recreates naval actions dur-
ing the height of the Age of Sail, from
small engagements to full battles involv-
ing dozens of ships in each fleet. Included
are 17 historical scenarios ranging from
the Battle of Minorca (1756) during the
Seven Years War to the Battle of the
Capes during the American Revolution
and on through the Battle of Trafalgar
(1805) during the Napoleonic Wars.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
GMT 0506-10..........................$60.00

GALE FORCE NINE

GARY GAMES

ASCENSION: CHRONICLE OF THE GODSLAYER
Developed by Magic Pro Tour Champions Justin Gary, Rob Dougherty, and
Brian Kibler, and featuring stunning art by industry visionary Eric Sabee,
Ascension: Chronicle of the Godslayer is a fast-playing, deck-building
game boasting multiple factions, demons, heroes, and constructs from dif-
ferent planes in a battle to determine who will ascend to godhood.
Scheduled to ship in August 2010.
GGS 001 ..................................................................................$39.99

GMT GAMES
HERE I STAND: WARS OF THE
REFORMATION 1517-1555
Here I Stand: Wars of the Reformation
1517-1555 is the first game in over 25
years to cover the political and religious
conflicts of early 16th Century Europe.
Few realize that the greatest feats of
Martin Luther, Jean Calvin, Ignatius
Loyola, Henry VIII, Charles V, Francis I,
Suleiman the Magnificent, Ferdinand
Magellan, Hernando Cortes, and
Nicolaus Copernicus all fall within this
narrow 40-year period of history. This
game covers all the action of the period
using a unique card-driven game system
that models both the political and reli-
gious conflicts of the period on a single
point-to-point map. Scheduled to ship in
October 2010.
GMT 0512-10..........................$85.00

MANOEUVRE
Manoeuvre is a fast-playing game of bat-
tlefield command set in the early 19th
century. Multiple geomorphic game maps
provide the chessboard-sized battlefields
over which eight different armies of the
period (Great Britain, France, Prussia,
Austria, Russia, Spain, Turkey, and the
United States) clash. Scheduled to ship in
October 2010.
GMT 0801-10..........................$55.00

PATHS OF GLORY: THE FIRST
WORLD WAR, 1914-1918
They called it the Great War. In over four
years of titanic struggle, the ancient
Europe of Kings and Emperors tore itself
to pieces, giving birth to our own violent
modern age. The bloody battles fought in
the trenches of the Western Front, the icy
plains of Poland, the mountains of the
Balkans, and the deserts of Arabia,
shaped the world we know today. We are
all orphans of the Great War. Paths of
Glory: The First World War allows play-
ers to step into the shoes of the monarchs
and marshals who triumphed and bun-
gled from 1914 to 1918. Scheduled to
ship in October 2010.
GMT 9903-10..........................$60.00

SWORD OF ROME
Utilizing the popular base system for
Paths of Glory, Sword of Rome is a card-
driven board game that enables up to five
players to recreate the vicious struggles
among the peoples of Italy, Sicily, and
Carthage in 4th and 3rd Centuries BC.
Who will dominate the western
Mediterranean - and with it earn the right
to vie for control of the known world?
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
GMT 0405-10..........................$70.00

ARTHUR SAVES THE PLANET: ONE
STEP AT A TIME BOARD GAME
Arthur and his friends face one of the
biggest challenges of their young lives,
and he’s inviting the next generation of
Arthur fans to help him! Based the block-
buster Arthur book and television series,
Arthur Saves the Planet: One Step at a
Time encourages his friends and family to
work together to solve environmental
issues threatening his hometown of
Elwood City. From littered beaches to
endangered tree frogs, from deforested
parks to wasted water, the team has its
work cut out for it. Scheduled to ship in
June 2010.
FRD GG101120 ..............................PI

GRYPHON GAMES

BACCHUS
The Roman god of wine, Bacchus, has
organized three great Bacchanalias to be
held in his honor, and he’s given his satyrs
the enviable task of recruiting young
nymphs to come to these wild parties. As
one of Bacchus’ satyrs, your task is to gath-
er together as many like-dressed nymphs
as possible, driving up the point value and
scoring as much as possible in the process.
Scheduled to ship in June 2010.
FRD GG101125 ..............................PI
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BIRDS ON A WIRE
Birds of a feather flock together… until
they get zapped and fly away! In Birds on
a Wire, players arrange birds into sets on
their power lines trying to create the best
scoring combinations. But watch out! In
this game of migrating birds and zaps,
scores go up and down and you never
know if your score is the highest until the
very end. Scheduled to ship in June 2010.
FRD GG101123 ......................$25.99

EN GARDE
Attack and parry-riposte! Experience the
thrill of fencing In this two-player game of
tactics, skill, and luck. Scheduled to ship
in June 2010.
FRD GG101159 ......................$29.99

FOR SALE
Going once! Going twice! Sold to the
highest bidder! Bid and bluff your way to
fortune by purchasing the most valuable
real estate for the lowest amount of
money, then turn around and sell those
houses (and shacks) for cold hard cash.
Scheduled to ship in June 2010.
FRD GG101124 ......................$25.99

GEM DEALER
In this revised edition of the classic Reiner
Knizia bidding game of cunning, strate-
gy, and bluffing, players bid against each
other for the precious stones that will
complete your client’s collection - and
perhaps line your pockets as well!
Scheduled to ship in June 2010.
FRD GG101115 ......................$25.99

HIGH SOCIETY
It’s one thing to be the richest family on
the block… it’s quite another to flaunt it
successfully! High Society pits you against
your neighbors in a race to reveal the
most blue-blooded family in your midst.
To win, you must acquire all the trappings
of great wealth, avoid as many of the pit-
falls as you can, and still walk away with
a huge pile of cash at the end of it all.
Scheduled to ship in June 2010.
FRD GG101083 ......................$25.99

MONEY
Money rules the world! It doesn’t matter
whether you collect euros, dollars, or yen
- as long as the exchange rate is in your
favor. And the more you exchange, the
more you can make — if you plan care-
fully and keep your wits about you.
Scheduled to ship in June 2010.
FRD GG101082 ......................$21.99

ROLL THROUGH THE AGES
Winner of GAMES 100 “Best Family
Game” 2010! Build a thriving civilization
- in under an hour! Collect goods, assign
workers to build cities and erect monu-
ments, and advance your civilization
through cultural and scientific develop-
ments - but don’t forget to harvest enough
food to feed your growing population!
Grab those dice and Roll Through the
Ages! Scheduled to ship in June 2010.
FRD GG101119 ......................$34.99

WORM UP!
Worm your way to the finish line as you
try to out-bid and out-smart your oppo-
nents! But don’t be surprised if the worms
take an unexpected turn! Scheduled to
ship in June 2010.
FRD GG101057 ......................$14.99

LECARDO
If you like words, you’ll love LeCardo!
LeCardo is an exciting new game that
tests players’ skill in adding words togeth-
er to form compounds. Scheduled to ship
in September 2010.
JKL 00023 ..............................$12.00

TRAVELLER: D66 COMPENDIUM
Based on the one of Traveller’s bestselling
PDF series, the d66 Compendium brings
all the d66 lists together in one place and
many more all-new lists. Delivering
names of characters, ships, planets,
space pirate organizations, and more,
the d66 Compendium gives players and
game masters alike the keys to adventure.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
IMP JBE0401............................$12.99

BUNDLE OF TROUBLE
VOLUME 31
This perfectbound collection contains two
full issues worth of classic strips from
Knights of the Dinner Table #99 and the
double-sized #100, crammed between
two sturdy covers! Scheduled to ship in
September 2010.
KEN 731..................................$12.99

KINGS OF
WAR MINIATURES

Scheduled to ship in August 2010.

BRIDGETOWN RACES
Each year, the International Bridge
Racing Association selects a city with lots
of bridges to host its annual Bridgetown
Race. This year they have chosen
Portland, Oregon USA. In Bridgetown
Races, players - using bicycles, motorcy-
cles, taxis, buses, automobiles, the street
car, and sometimes their own two feet -
try to be the first to cross each bridge and
capture its flag. Be the first to capture a
flag from every bridge and you win the
race! Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
FRD GG101262 ......................$39.99

JKLM GAMES

JON BRAZER
ENTERPRISES

KENZER & COMPANY

MANTIC
ENTERTAINMENT

DWARF COMMAND (10)
MGE KWD12-1........................$14.99

DWARF REGIMENT (20)
MGE KWD21-1........................$24.99

DWARF TROOP (10)
MGE KWD11-1........................$14.99

ELVES PALACE GUARDS
MGE KWE73-1 ........................$39.99

UNDEAD VAMPIRE
LORD OF PEGASUS
MGE KWU74-1........................$34.99

UNDEAD WRAITHS
MGE KWU72-1........................$24.99

PAINT SET
MGE PSM31-1 ........................$29.99
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MARGARET WEIS PRODUCTIONS

SMALLVILLE RPG:
HIGH SCHOOL YEARBOOK
Being a teenager is never easy,
and it’s even worse if you’re from
another planet or some kind of
meteor freak! This sourcebook for
the Smallville RPG takes you back
to high school, covering the first
four seasons of the hit CW
Network TV show, complete with
expanded rules for teenage drama
with a Kryptonite twist. Scheduled
to ship in October 2010.
MWP 1031....................$29.99

CYBER ANGEL
Scheduled to ship in July 2010.
4-POCKET PORTFOLIO
MAX 7030CBA ................................PI
9-POCKET PORTFOLIO
MAX 7090CBA ................................PI
SLEEVES (50)
MAX 7060LCBA ..............................PI
MINI SLEEVES (50)
MAX 7060CBA ................................PI

ORACLE DRAGON
Scheduled to ship in July 2010.
9-POCKET PORTFOLIO
MAX 7090GDI ................................PI

PROTECTOR OF THE WUD
Scheduled to ship in July 2010.
4-POCKET PORTFOLIO
MAX 7030YYD ................................PI

THIRST
Scheduled to ship in July 2010.
4-POCKET PORTFOLIO
MAX 7030VTH ................................PI

WRATH OF THE DRAGON
Scheduled to ship in July 2010.
4-POCKET PORTFOLIO
MAX 7030DGR ................................PI
MINI SLEEVES (50)
MAX 7060DGR ................................PI
SLEEVES (50)
MAX 7060LDGR ..............................PI

AUTOMOBILE
Automobile carries you back to the birth
of America’s car industry, when inventors,
craftsmen, and entrepreneurs created a
wild array of marvels and misfortunes.
Tap into the talents of men like Ford,
Sloan, Kettering, Howard, Durant, and
Chrysler and shift the right gears to best
your rivals, and you’ll make a fortune by
building and selling cars! Scheduled to
ship in September 2010.
MFG 4521 ..............................$50.00

EARTHDAWN RPG:
KRATAS ADVENTURES
Kratas Adventures is a collection of three
stand-alone adventures for Earthdawn
Third Edition, providing challenges for
Journeyman through Warden adepts.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
MGP 6170 ..............................$24.99

LONE WOLF:
MAGNAMUND BESTIARY
From the mundane Baknar and Elix, to
fan-favorites such as the Gourgaz and
Kraan, the Magnamund Bestiary pro-
vides games masters with a wealth of foes
and enemies to challenge their players
with. Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
MGP 1318 ..............................$19.99

RUNEQUEST II:
RUNEQUEST ADVENTURES
From the pages of Signs & Portents comes
the very best scenarios published for
RuneQuest, all updated and revised for the
current rules set. Within the pages of this
supplement are a selection of adventures
that can be dropped into any campaign at
a moment’s notice, be it set in Glorantha,
the Young Kingdoms, 13th Century
France, or a world of your own making.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
MGP 8209 ..............................$29.99

TRAVELLER RPG:
BOOK 9 - ROBOT
From the Third Imperium to Judge Dredd,
robots rapidly become ubiquitous items on
high technology worlds, and this Traveller
sourcebook will allow you to construct,
outfit, and modify robots of any type with
a simple to use yet comprehensive system.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
MGP 3849 ..............................$24.99

MAX PROTECTION

MAYFAIR GAMES

MONGOOSE PUBLISHING

TRAVELLER RPG:
CROWDED HOURS
A compilation of the classic Avenger
Enterprises Traveller adventures, Crowded
Hours hurls your adventuring group into
the middle of desperate, high-pressure
situations requiring fast thinking and a
variety of skills. Scheduled to ship in
October 2010.
MGP 6160 ..............................$39.99
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TRAVELLER RPG:
CHTHONIAN STARS
It is a good time to be alive. We have
stretched to the edge of our known
world, as colonies of mutual coopera-
tion exist throughout the solar system.
But, alas, it is not to be our time.
Something approaches, a thing on an
orbit from far away. Seemingly a large
shard of dark matter, this object is
known in obscure prophecy as the
Chthonian Star. It is a thing that has
been travelling through the universe on
its oblique trajectory for millions, if not
billions, of years. Now, it is awakening
things long thought lost or dead, things
that have slumbered awaiting its return.
Created by WildFire, the team behind
the award-winning CthulhuTech,
Chthnonian Stars brings a Lovecraftian
flair to the Traveller family of products.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
MGP 6167..............................$49.99

TRAVELLER RPG: LITTLE BLACK
BOOK 7 - SCOUNDREL
Concentrating on Rogue and Drifter
careers, Scoundrel brings to life some of
the most favorite characters in Traveller -
those who avoid legitimate lines of work
and straddle the grey areas of the law.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
MGP 3850 ..............................$14.99

MINIATURE WARGAMES
MAGAZINE #329
Scheduled to ship in September 2010.
OMM MOR329..........................$8.00

MINIATURE WARGAMES
MAGAZINE #330
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
OMM MOR330..........................$8.00

BATTLE FOR BAGHDAD
Battle for Baghdad is a political/military
game dealing with the current occupation
of the city of Baghdad by US forces. The
game models six factions, Sunni, Shi’ite,
Iraqi Government, US, NGOs, and
Jihadists, each having unique capabilities
and goals within the city of Baghdad. The
simulation game comes complete with a
satellite map of the city of Baghdad, play-
ing cards that comprise the Arms Bazaar,
Arab Street, and Command Structures of
the various groups, conflict displays, and
infrastructure and security tokens.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
S2P OSS0901 ..........................$79.95

KOBOLD QUARTERLY
MAGAZINE #15
Kobold Quarterly is the scrappy little mag-
azine of Open Design, a tiny journal that
covers the world’s premiere roleplaying
game and the world’s best fantasy adven-
tures. Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
OPD KQ15 ................................$7.99

ON MILITARY MATTERS

ONE SMALL STEP

OPEN DESIGN

53° STORMO
Formed in May 1936, 53 Stormo was
initially equipped with the iconic Fiat
CR.32 biplane fighter. These were
replaced by CR.42s three years later,
and upon Italy’s declaration of war on
the Allies in June 1940, the unit saw
action against French and British aircraft
that same month. With France defeated,
the Regia Aeronautica turned its atten-
tion to Greece, and 53 Stormo’s 150
Gruppo was again in the forefront of the
action against RAF Gladiators - the unit
also operated over Yugoslavia.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
OSP AEU038 ..........................$25.95

A FAR-FLUNG GAMBLE:
HAVANA 1762
At the height of the Seven Years’ War,
Great Britain made an audacious strike at
the heart of Spanish colonial power in the
Caribbean. The raid on Havana took
Spanish colonial forces completely by
surprise and following vicious fighting,
the city defenses at El Moro collapsed.
Havana, the jewel in the Spanish colonial
crown, now belonged to Britain. The suc-
cess of the raid influenced British military
policy for centuries as the true potential of
amphibious warfare was realized.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
OSP RAID015 ..........................$18.95

OSPREY PUBLISHING

BRITISH DREADNOUGHT
VS GERMAN DREADNOUGHT:
JUTLAND 1916
In 1916, in the seas near Jutland, two
fleets of armored dreadnoughts met in
open battle. This book tells the story of the
British and German battleships of these
two great fleets - from their development
as the first generation of fully-armored
warships, to their combat experiences.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
OSP DUE031 ..........................$17.95

BROWNING .50
CALIBER MACHINE GUN
The Browning “50-cal” has become the
longest serving weapon in the US inven-
tory first entering service in 1933 and it
will remain in use for many years to
come. This is a history of the development
of this famous weapon, its most critical
operational use, and the variants that
have been produced to keep it at the fore-
front of the action. Scheduled to ship in
October 2010.
OSP WEAP004 ........................$17.95

DEFENSE OF JAPAN 1945
In 1945, with her fleet destroyed and her
armies beaten, the only thing that stood
between Japan and an Allied invasion
was the numerous coastal defense posi-
tions that surrounded the islands. This is
the first book to take a detailed look at the
Japanese home island fortifications that
were constructed during 1941-45.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
OSP FOR099 ..........................$18.95

LONDON 1917-18:
THE BOMBER BLITZ
On a sunny May afternoon in 1917, the
peace of an English seaside town was
shattered when a flight of German Gotha
bombers appeared without warning. It
was the start of a new phase of the war
aimed at destroying the morale of the
British people. This book tells the story of
the Gotha and the massive Staaken
‘Giant’ bomber raids against London.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
OSP CAM227 ..........................$19.95

MAN WHO SHOT THE
MAN WHO SHOT LINCOLN
We have all heard about the great gener-
als of military history, and those whose
heroic deeds changed the course of a
war. But what about those, no less signif-
icant, behind the front line? This book
reveals the stories of 75 of military histo-
ry’s little-known game-changers, includ-
ing Thomas Boston Corbett, the man who
shot John Wilkes Booth; Herman
Hollerith, who devised the punchcard sys-
tem used to keep track of prisoners sent to
the concentration camps; Hitler’s personal
pilot, Hanna Reitsch; and Major John D.
Barry, the Confederate who mistakenly
shot General Stonewall Jackson.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
OSP GM060 ............................$16.95
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MEDIEVAL HANDGONNES:
THE FIRST BLACK POWDER
INFANTRY WEAPONS
In the early 14th century, a new weapon
entered the arsenals of European armies.
It was at this point that black powder,
which had been known for at least a cen-
tury, started being used to shoot projec-
tiles. This volume, complete with detailed
illustrations and color photographs of
reconstructed handgonnes, reveals the
true history of what could easily be the
most revolutionary weapon in history.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
OSP WEAP003 ........................$17.95

SAMURAI WOMEN 1184-1877
Ever since the Empress Jingo-kogo led an
invasion of Korea while pregnant with the
future Emperor Ojin, tales of female
Japanese warriors have emerged from
Japan’s rich history. Using material that
has never been translated into English
before, this book presents the story of
Japan’s female warriors for the first time,
revealing the role of the women of the
samurai class in all their many manifesta-
tions, investigating their weapons, equip-
ment, roles, training, and belief systems.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
OSP WAR151 ..........................$18.95

THE BLITZ:
AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY
The winter of 1940-41 was the season of
the Blitz. From St Paul’s Cathedral to the
East End, from the very heart of the capi-
tal to the cities of the midlands, through-
out the length and breadth of the land the
bombs rained down as Germany
attempted to bludgeon Britain into sub-
mission. As the civilian populations below
cowered in their shelters or manned the
fire services, there could be no doubt that
this was an island under siege. Drawing
exclusively on the photo archive of the
Mirror newspaper group, this volume
brings to life this extraordinary period in
British history. Scheduled to ship in
October 2010.
OSP GM054 ............................$29.95

THE FUHRER’S HEADQUARTERS:
HITLER’S COMMAND BUNKERS
1939-45
The 100th title in the Fortress series, this
book describes and examines the
Führerhauptquartiere - the 14 or so head-
quarters built for Hitler. Revealing their
locations and how they were used to
direct the Nazi war apparatus, this is a
fascinating insight into a range of histori-
cal sites from Berghof to the Wolf’s Lair.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
OSP FOR100 ..........................$18.95

THE MILITARY
HISTORY QUIZ BOOK
How well do you know the who, where,
what, when, and how of military history?
Pit your knowledge against Osprey’s very
own quizmaster in this unique guide to
the famous, infamous, and quirky facts of
military history. Scheduled to ship in
October 2010.
OSP GM062 ..............................$9.95

THE PENINSULAR WAR ATLAS
The Peninsular War saw some of the
bloodiest fighting of the Napoleonic
Wars. Over a period of five years, it is
estimated that half a million soldiers and
civilians were killed. The battles, however,
are less well-known than those of other
Napoleonic battles. Now, with the begin-
nings of the bicentennial commemora-
tions of the Peninsular War, this theater is
gaining wider recognition. Illustrated
throughout with 160 high-standard
maps, accompanied by a text narrating
the entire war, this title is a must for any-
one interested in Napoleonic history.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
OSP GM064 ............................$75.00

TRENCH: A HISTORY
OF TRENCH WARFARE
ON THE WESTERN FRONT
In this new book, First World War trench
expert Stephen Bull provides a complete
picture of trench warfare on the Western
Front, from the construction of the trench-
es and their different types, to the new
weaponry and tactics employed in
defense and attack. Alongside his com-
pelling narrative of the campaigns fought
in the trenches from 1914 to 1918, anno-
tated trench maps highlight particular
features of the trenches, while photo-
graphs, documents, and first-hand
accounts combine to give a full and rich-
ly detailed account of war in the trenches.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
OSP GM067 ............................$24.95

U-BOAT TACTICS IN
WORLD WAR II
At the start of the war, German U-boat
technology vastly out performed that pos-
sessed by the Allies, and under the pres-
sure of the war continual development
helped keep pace with wartime needs and
improvements in anti-submarine weapon-
ry. This book analyzes how the U-boats
dominated the seas thanks to their innova-
tive and daring tactical deployment, and
how the cracking of the Enigma code
effectively hamstrung them, greatly reduc-
ing their impact, a problem that even their
advanced tactics failed to solve.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
OSP ELI183..............................$18.95

US FAST BATTLESHIPS 1938-91:
THE IOWA CLASS
In 1938, the United States abandoned the
constraints imposed by the Washington
Treaty and began work on a new class of
super-battleships. This book covers the
design, construction, and deployment of
the four Iowa-class battleships, the largest
in the American fleet. Scheduled to ship
in October 2010.
OSP NVG172 ..........................$17.95

WWII SOVIET ARMED
FORCES (1) 1939-41
This title presents a detailed analysis of
the Soviet Army at the outbreak of World
War II, including the Red Army’s cam-
paigns against Japan on the Manchurian
plains as well as in Finland. With a
breakdown of all the armed forces includ-
ing the army, air force, paratroopers,
navy, and NKVD troops, author Nigel
Thomas gives special attention to the evo-
lution of uniforms, equipment, and
insignia with the introduction of new reg-
ulations in 1935 and 1940. Scheduled to
ship in October 2010.
OSP MAA464..........................$17.95

ELDRITCH CODEX:
GENIUS GUIDE VOLUME 3
Join the ranks of the Gods! The Eldritch
Codex takes the Pathfinder Roleplaying
Game to places you only dreamed of - lit-
erally! This material lets your characters
explore the Dreamscape, plum the hidden
power of magical crystals, and even take
on the roles of godlings - beings with the
blood of the gods flowing through their
veins. Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
S2P OWC5052........................$19.95

ZOMBIES: A HUNTER’S GUIDE
The dead have always stalked the dark
corners of the earth. Since World War
II, the number of zombie outbreaks has
increased every year, while govern-
ments desperately try to cover up the
facts. Zombies: A Hunter’s Guide con-
tains all of the information necessary to
recognize and combat this growing
threat. Beginning with an explanation of
the historical origins of zombies, it fol-
lows their history straight through to the
threat they pose to the world today.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
OSP DO01 ............................$22.95

OTHERWORLD
CREATIONS
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OUT OF THE
BOX PUBLISHING

10 DAYS IN THE AMERICAS
In 10 Days in the Americas, players use
destination and transportation tiles to
chart a course through North, Central,
and South America and the Caribbean -
touring by airplane, cruise ship, or on
foot. With a little luck and clever planning,
you just might outmaneuver your fellow
travelers and be the first to make connec-
tions for a complete ten day journey!
Scheduled to ship in September 2010.
OTB 1014 ..............................$24.99

FLIPS
Solve this series of puzzlers by flipping
and sliding the Flips dice to create the
pattern on the Challenge Card. Each
game comes with eight Flips Dice, one
Out of the Box Die, 18 Challenge Cards
(36 Challenges), and complete rules.
Scheduled to ship in September 2010.
CAT
OTB 8105..................................$9.99
DOG
OTB 8101A ..............................$9.99

BUG OUT!
In Bug Out!, each player starts with four
leaves but only knows what’s under two of
them. Players draw leaf cards, swap
them, and discard, in an effort to get the
lowest total number of bug points under
the four leaves. Think you have the lowest
number of bug points? Shout Bug Out! If
you’re right, your points are cut in half,
but “bug out” too early and you get dou-
ble the points! Scheduled to ship in
September 2010.
OTB 4200..................................$9.99

SHAKE ‘N TAKE
In Shake ‘N Take, aliens are on the loose
and it’s up to each player to capture them!
Scheduled to ship in September 2010.
OTB 5151................................$24.99

PATHFINDER FICTION NOVEL:
WINTER WITCH
by Elaine Cunnigham
From New York Times bestseller Elaine
Cunnigham comes a fantastic new adven-
ture of swords and sorcery, set in the
award-winning world of the Pathfinder
Roleplaying Game! Winter Witch follows
the story of Ellasif, a barbarian shield
maiden who will stop at nothing to recov-
er her missing sister, and Decclan, the
ne’er-do-well young spellcaster-turned-
forger who wants only to prove himself to
the woman he loves. Together they’ll face
monsters, magic, and the fury of Ellasif’s
own cold-hearted warriors in their quest
to rescue a lost child. Scheduled to ship in
October 2010.
PZO 8501..................................$9.99

RIFTER #52
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
PAL 0152 ................................$11.95

PANZER GENERAL:
RUSSIAN ASSAULT
Win the war with the turn of a card! This
officially licensed board game based off
of the hit SSI computer game and the orig-
inal board game, Panzer General: Allied
Assault features solo and 2-player scenar-
ios that depict combat situations between
the German and Russian forces in such
battles as Stalingrad, Kursk, Moscow,
Leningrad, and many others. Panzer
General: Allied Assault includes 36 geo-
morphic map tiles, 100+ new Action
cards, Units, and Abilities cards, complete
rules, 150+ counters, a tracker board, two
reference cards, and 80 plastic figures
depicting tanks, infantry, and artillery.
Scheduled to ship in September 2010.
IMP PTG20004 ........................$60.00

PAIZO PUBLISHING

PATHFINDER RPG:
BESTIARY 2 HC
A good Game Master never has enough
monsters, and a good player always
has time to kill a few more! From classic
creatures like undead dragons, hip-
pogriffs, and the Jabberwock to
denizens of the outer planes like dae-
mons, proteans and the all-new aeons,
the Pathfinder RPG: Bestiary 2 presents
more than 300 new creatures for all
your fantasy RPG needs. Scheduled to
ship in October 2010.
PZO 1116 ..............................$39.99

PALLADIUM BOOKS

PETROGLYPH GAMES
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PRIVATEER PRESS

FORCES OF HORDES:
TROLLBLOODS
Sate the Hunger of Trolls upon the
Carnage of War! Caught amid the
destructive wars of man, the many tribes
of the trollkin have united to save their
kind and drive out those who despoil
their lands. Led by mighty warlocks who
can summon ferocious, full-blooded trolls
to their side and backed by hearty trollkin
warriors, pygmy sharpshooters, and
powerful champions who have banded
together to forge their own legends, the
trollkin are prepared to stand their
ground against any army that dares
threaten them. Unite the kriels under your
banner with Forces of Hordes:
Trollbloods, featuring complete faction
rules and profiles for using all current
Trollblood models in Hordes Mk II, includ-
ing new troops to bring to the fight, an in-
depth look at the history and structure of
the trollkin kriels, and Trollblood Theme
Force lists and rules. Scheduled to ship in
September 2010. NOTE: This item is sold
to retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
HC
PIP 1038 ................................$41.99
SC
PIP 1037 ................................$31.99

HORDES MINIATURES
Scheduled to ship in September 2010.

CIRCLE ORBOROS DRUID WILDER
PIP 72049 ........................................PI

CIRCLE ORBOROS STONE KEEPER
PIP 72051..................................$9.99

LEGION OF
EVERBLIGHT RAVAGORE
PIP 73046................................$45.99
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WARMACHINE: CRYX
BATTLEGROUP BOX SET PLASTIC
Let the Iron Kingdoms Fall By Your Hand!
From their nightmarish isle the undead
legions of Cryx strike forth at the Iron
Kingdoms. Led by Warwitch Deneghra,
skittering Deathrippers and Defilers race
forth as conduits for their master’s dark
magic. These bonejacks rip apart flesh
and steel with powerful mandibles and
corrosive venom while the Slayer rends
enemies asunder with its wicked claws.
This starter box contains quick start rules
and a complete battlegroup of four plas-
tic models, each model featuring a com-
pletely new sculpt for Mark II, and corre-
sponding stat cards for Warmachine.
Scheduled to ship in September 2010.
PIP 33064................................$49.99

WARMACHINE: CYGNAR
BATTLEGROUP BOX SET PLASTIC
Unleash The Power Of The Storm! Armed
with the most advanced mechanika in the
Iron Kingdoms, the warjacks of Cygnar
provide commanders with the perfect bal-
ance of mobility and stopping power. Led
by Commander Coleman Stryker, the
accurate battle cannon fire of the
Charger, magical arc node of the Lancer,
and the powerful quake hammer of the
mighty Ironclad make short work of all
who threaten the nation of Cygnar. This
starter box contains quick start rules and
a complete battlegroup of four plastic
models, each model featuring a com-
pletely new sculpt for Mark II, and corre-
sponding stat cards for Warmachine.
Scheduled to ship in September 2010.
PIP 31063................................$49.99

WARMACHINE: KHADOR
BATTLEGROUP BOX SET PLASTIC
Crush All Beneath Your Iron Might!
Khador’s powerful warjacks epitomize
the national ideals of strength and
resilience and are as relentless in battle as
the frigid winters of their homeland.
Under the icy gaze of Kommander
Sorscha, the magical ice axe of the
Juggernaut chews through iron plating
like kindling while the powerful bombard
cannon of the Destroyer obliterates all
before their unstoppable might. This
starter box contains quick start rules and
a complete battlegroup of four plastic
models, each model featuring a com-
pletely new sculpt for Mark II, and corre-
sponding stat cards for Warmachine.
Scheduled to ship in September 2010.
PIP 34067................................$49.99

WARMACHINE: PROTECTORATE
OF MENOTH BATTLEGROUP
BOX SET PLASTIC
Let Your Righteous Wrath Cleanse the
Unbelievers! Filled with the divine power
of Menoth, the forces of the Protectorate
march forth in the name of the Creator of
Man. High Exemplar Kreoss leads his
powerful warjacks into battle directing
the cleansing fire of the Repenter, the
arcane weapons of the Revenger, and the
holy flames of the mighty Crusader’s
inferno mace to cleanse the stain of here-
sey where ever it is found. This starter box
contains quick start rules and a complete
battlegroup of four plastic models, each
model featuring a completely new sculpt
for Mark II, and corresponding stat cards
for Warmachine. Scheduled to ship in
September 2010.
PIP 32062................................$49.99

LEGION OF EVERBLIGHT
SPELL MARTYRS
PIP 73053................................$12.99

MINION CROAK HUNTER
PIP 75026 ........................................PI

SKORNE NIHILATORS
PIP 74048................................$49.99

TROLLBLOOD
CAPTAIN GUNNBJORN
PIP 71045................................$17.99

CHRONOSCOPE
MODERN MINIATURES
Scheduled to ship in September 2010.

ALIEN OVERLORD BOSS
RPR 50197 ................................$3.99

REAPER MINIATURES

BOY CAMPERS
RPR 50192 ..............................$12.99

CLEO GREENE, MOD HEROINE
RPR 50194 ................................$3.99

DEVIL GIRL, SUPERVILLAIN
RPR 50196 ................................$3.99

DIRK GOODSPEED, RCMP
RPR 50195 ................................$3.99

OFFICER TERRELL HANKS,
ZOMBIE SURVIVOR
RPR 50191 ................................$3.99

THUGEE CULTIST
RPR 50193 ................................$3.99

DARK HEAVEN
25MM HEROIC

SCALE MINIATURES
Scheduled to ship in September 2010.

DORLY LUCKROCK,
HALFLING FRONTIERSMAN
RPR 03526 ................................$3.99

DUST SCORPIONS
RPR 03528 ................................$3.99

MASAKI, RONIN
RPR 03524 ................................$3.99

MOUSLINGS WIZARD,
ARCHER, WARRIOR
RPR 03529 ................................$8.99

SCOURGE DEVIL
RPR 03527 ................................$9.99

TWASHA DAWNHUNTER,
FEMALE RANGER DYO
RPR 03530 ................................$4.99

TYREE SPELLSINGER, SORCERESS
RPR 03525 ................................$3.99

P-65 HEAVY
METAL MINIATURES

Scheduled to ship in September 2010.

CRYSTAL GOLEM
RPR 65114 ................................$5.99

MOOR HOUND
RPR 65113 ................................$7.99
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PATHFINDER MINIATURES
Scheduled to ship in September 2010.

EAGLE KNIGHT OF ANDOREN
RPR 60050 ................................$4.99

EANDO KLINE, PATHFINDER
RPR 60041 ................................$4.99

RED MANTIS ASSASSIN
RPR 60049 ................................$4.99

SHALELU, ELF RANGER
RPR 60042 ................................$4.99

MASTER SERIES
MINIATURES

Scheduled to ship in September 2010.

GRUDGE (DWARF BUST)
RPR 30014 ..............................$39.99

WARLORD 25MM
HEROIC SCALE

FANTASY MINIATURES
Scheduled to ship in September 2010.

DARKSHADE RAIDER
RPR 14609 ................................$4.99

GORAK THE
RAVAGER, BARBARIAN
RPR 14608 ................................$5.99

KRAGMARR RAM RIDER
RPR 14607 ..............................$11.99

MAJESTRIX LATISSULA,
DARK ELF WARLOR
RPR 14606 ................................$6.99

ARMYTRANSPORT
ARMORED COMPANY
Designed to hold 2x stacks of 16” of
foam, the Armytransport Armored
Company carrying case features a
removable shoulder strap that connects
to Platoon and Mark II cases, a huge
book pocket, 4x Accessory pockets, a
mesh pocket, and Army book pocket, a
pair of Velcro carrying handles, 2x
Drink meshes, interior (papers) pocket
and… ARMOR PLATES! Scheduled to
ship in October 2010.
SBL ACE..........................................PI

SABOL DESIGNS

CTHULHUTECH:
GM SCREEN & ADVENTURE
This handy reference guide for Cthulutech
includes an 8.5” x 44” four-fold reference
screen packed with important game rules,
and six double-sided, full-color, card-
stock, quick reference cards. Scheduled to
ship in June 2010.
PSI WDF23100 ........................$24.99

CTHULHUTECH:
UNVEILED THREATS
This rules supplement for Cthulhutech pro-
vides a detailed exploration of all kinds of
weapons, explosives, and armor, and
introduces new items for characters to
own, including portable computing, med-
ical equipment, drugs, and vehicles.
Unveiled Threats also explores a host of
new rituals, introduces ancient and leg-
endary artifacts, and delves into arcan-
otechnology, both wondrous and horri-
ble, from the Ashcroft Foundation, the
Chrysalis Corporation, the Migou, and
the Disciples of Death’s Shadow.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
PSI WDF23600 ........................$39.99

SANDSTORM GAMES

STEVE JACKSON GAMES

MUNCHKIN BOOTY:
FISH & SHIPS
Munchkin Booty introduced two new
mechanics to the Munchkin line: Ships
and Sharks. With two new Sharks and
six new Ships (plus two new Ship
Enhancers), and John Kovalic’s art, this
set will be a hit with all Munchkin
pirates, no matter what flag they fly.
Each expansion pack contains 15-
cards, offered in 10-count displays.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in
full displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.
10-COUNT POP DISPLAY
SJG 4203-D............................$49.90
PACK
SJG 4203-S ..............................$4.99

MUNCHKIN: SANTA’S REVENGE
”The Munchkin was sleeping all snug in
his bed, when Santa came back with a
BOOT TO THE HEAD!” Hot on the heels
of Munchkin: Waiting for Santa comes
the inevitable sequel, Munchkin: Santa’s
Revenge! Santa is back and he wants to
get even, with new monstrous friends and
a bag full of new holiday treasures for lit-
tle munchkins everywhere! Each expan-
sion pack contains 15-cards, offered in
10-count displays. Scheduled to ship in
October 2010. NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
10-COUNT POP DISPLAY
SJG 4205-D............................$49.90
PACK
SJG 4205-S ..............................$4.99

SAVAGE WORLDS:
SPACE 1889 - RED SANDS
Space 1889: Red Sands contains every-
thing you need to play thrilling Victorian
space adventures with the Savage
Worlds game system: new Edges,
Hindrances, combat and construction
rules for either vessels and aerial flyers,
a complete system for Inventions, copi-
ous information about the various
locales, races, and mysteries of the
Solar System, plus dozens of Savage
Tales, a bevy of alien creatures and
nefarious foes, and a Plot Point cam-
paign to take your heroes to the stars
and back again. Scheduled to ship in
October 2010.
S2P 10012 ............................$39.99

STUDIO 2 PUBLISHING
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ZOMBIE TOWN 3
Things have really gotten grim. The food
is gone. The barricades are about to col-
lapse. The car could sure use a tuneup.
Perhaps it’s time to hit the streets and see
what you can find. Ammunition would be
nice. A working phone would be fantas-
tic. Maybe you’ll be fortunate enough to
run across some steak and potatoes!
Who are you kidding, you’ll be lucky to
make it back alive! Scheduled to ship in
July 2010.
TLC 3502 ..................................$9.99

TENACIOUS GAMES

THE SPOILS TCG: SEED II -
GLOAMSPIKE’S REVENGE
Gloamspike, the Emperor’s sinister advis-
er, stirs unrest amongst the inhabitants of
Marduun. Gideon begins his final
descent into madness, the Mau are cast
out of the city and forced to wander the
desert, and Rogue clans continue their
hedonistic exploits, while the Gearsmith
dabble in the experimental field of runic
circuitry. Exploring the climax of the Seed
era and the emergence of the trades seen
in The Spoils First Edition, Seed II -
Gloamspike’s Revenge adds 120 new
cards the The Spoils universe with new
characters, items, gear, locations, and
tactics. 13 cards per pack / 12 packs per
display. Scheduled to ship in September
2010. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact your retail-
er for availability.
BOOSTER DISPLAY
TEN 080010-D ......................$48.00
BOOSTER PACK
TEN 080010-S..........................$4.00

TOY VAULT TWILIGHT CREATIONS

FOREVER YOUNG
Forever Young brings the excitement of
life as a vampire to your gaming table
as each player portrays the head of a
vampire family struggling to maintain
control among his minions and human
protectors. But, Beware! Your opponents
are aiming to convert your servants
and… well, let’s just say they have
something a little more “unkind” in mind
for your humans! Scheduled to ship in
August 2010.
TLC 3700................................$34.99

VALLEJO PAINTS

CTHULHU PLUSH
CELL PHONE HOLDER
The phone is ringing. Do you dare
answer? Your ringtone echoes loudly in
your ears like the tormented screams of
a million souls, eminating from the gris-
ly belly of Cthulhu, beckoning for you to
pick up. Do you test his insatiable
hunger for human flesh by reaching into
his mouth for your phone? Or do you
simply ignore the call, having learned
from the mistakes of many fallen men
before you? One size fits most modern
cell phones. Scheduled to ship in
September 2010.
TOY 12027 ............................$14.99

GAME COLOR SETS
Scheduled to ship in August 2010.

ELVES (8)
VAL 72300 ..............................$23.94

EXTRA OPAQUE COLOR (8)
VAL 72294 ..............................$23.94

GAME INKS (8)
VAL 72296 ..............................$23.94

ORCS AND GOBLINS (8)
VAL 72301 ..............................$23.94
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SKIN TONES (8)
VAL 72295 ..............................$23.94

MODEL AIR SET
Scheduled to ship in August 2010.

WINTER WEATHERING (8)
VAL 72220 ..............................$39.73

PIGMENTS
Scheduled to ship in August 2010.

BROWN IRON OXIDE
VAL 73108 ................................$4.12

BURNT SIENA
VAL 73106 ................................$4.12

BURNT UMBER
VAL 73110 ................................$4.12

CHROME OXIDE GREEN
VAL 73112 ................................$4.12

DARK RED OCHRE
VAL 73107 ................................$4.12

DARK YELLOW OCHRE
VAL 73103 ................................$4.12

GREEN EARTH
VAL 73111 ................................$4.12

LIGHT SIENA
VAL 73104 ................................$4.12

LIGHT YELLOW OCHRE
VAL 73102 ................................$4.12

NATURAL SIENA
VAL 73105 ................................$4.12

NATURAL UMBER
VAL 73109 ................................$4.12

TITANIUM WHITE
VAL 73101 ................................$4.12

CROWS
Crows are smart, but they have a weak-
ness for shiny objects. In Crows, players
take turns placing tiles and then position-
ing their shiny objects to attract the most
crows. Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
PSI VLY207 ..............................$29.95

LIBERTE
Covering the French Revolution from the
meeting of the Estates-General in 1789 to
the Directory and General Napoleon
Bonaparte’s coup d’état in 1799, Liberte
allows players to shape the political land-
scape of revolutionary France. Scheduled
to ship in October 2010.
PSI VLY005 ..............................$59.95

INTRO COLOR (9)
VAL 72209 ............................$33.78

VALLEY GAMES

WAR TORN WORLDS

GREEN-CAST TERRAIN
Green-Cast is terrain crafted from over
90% recycled rubber offering both dura-
bility and quality at an affordable price.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.

ADVENTURE PROPS:
CYCLOPEAN RUINS
WTW 31000 ..........................$19.99

BOXED FLEX RUIN SET -
GRANITE CUTSTONE
WTW 09100 ..........................$29.99

BOXED FLEX RUIN SET -
GRANITE FIELDSTONE
WTW 09110 ..........................$29.99

GENTLE HILL
BOX SET - BADLANDS
WTW 08033 ..........................$49.99

GENTLE HILL BOX SET - DESERT
WTW 08034 ..........................$49.99

GENTLE HILL BOX SET - SUMMER
WTW 08031 ..........................$49.99

GENTLE HILL BOX SET - WINTER
WTW 08032 ..........................$59.99

GRANITE RUBBLE SET -
GRANITE GRASSY
WTW 06641 ..........................$24.99

MEGA RISE - DEEP WINTER
WTW 06174 ..........................$49.99

RISE A - DEEP WINTER
WTW 06134 ..........................$19.99

RISE B - DEEP WINTER
WTW 06135 ..........................$24.99

RUBBLE HILL SET - OVERGROWN
WTW 06431 ..........................$49.99

RUINOPOLIS -
CUTSTONE GRANITE C
WTW 30003 ..........................$12.99

RUINOPOLIS -
CUTSTONE GRANITE D
WTW 30004 ..........................$12.99

RUINOPOLIS - CUTSTONE
SANDSTONE C
WTW 30103 ..........................$12.99

RUINOPOLIS - CUTSTONE
SANDSTONE D
WTW 30104 ..........................$12.99

RUINOPOLIS - FIELDSTONE
BROWNSTONE A
WTW 30200 ..........................$14.99

RUINOPOLIS - FIELDSTONE
BROWNSTONE B
WTW 30201 ..........................$14.99

RUINOPOLIS - FIELDSTONE
GRANITE A
WTW 30300 ..........................$14.99

RUINOPOLIS - FIELDSTONE
GRANITE B
WTW 30301 ..........................$14.99

HISTORIC MINIATURES
Scheduled to ship in August 2010.

ECW MONTROSE IRISH
WLG WGP10 ..........................$47.84

WARLORD GAMES

JEWELRY BOX PUZZLE
Scheduled to ship in September 2010.
WMP 715................................$14.95

SOVIET NAVAL
BRIGADE COMMAND (4)
WLG WGBRI01..........................$8.54

SOVIET NAVAL
BRIGADE SQUAD (9)
WLG WGBRI02........................$20.50

WHITE MOUNTAIN
PUZZLES
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DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: GAMMA WORLD
BOOSTER EXPANSION
Welcome to the Apocalypse! In the wake of a nuclear holo-
caust, the world has been reduced to a radioactive wasteland
overrun with mutants — and you’re one of them! As you
scavenge for precious technology, you rely on your mutations
to stay alive. What powerful new Alpha Mutation or Omega
Tech will you discover next? Each D&D Gamma World RPG
Booster Pack contains eight random Alpha Mutation and
Omega Tech cards, pulled from a complete set of 120
cards.Scheduled to ship in October 2010. NOTE: This item is
sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.

BOOSTER DISPLAY (24) WOC 25463-D ........................................................$95.76
BOOSTER PACK WOC 25463-S ....................................................................$3.99

BETRAYAL AT HOUSE
ON THE HILL
Build a House of Terror… Tile by Tile! As
one of twelve mysterious characters,
you’ll explore a house filled with deadly
secrets. As you play, you’ll build the
house. But beware! One of your fellow
players will betray you. The traitor will
test your sanity as you use all your skills
to survive. With fifty fiendish scenarios,
Betrayal at House on the Hill puts you
face-to-face with legendary monsters,
modern nightmares… and your friends
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
WOC 26633 ..........................$50.00

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
BEHOLDER COLLECTOR’S SET
This limited edition collector’s set contains
four Beholder miniatures packaged in a
display case - three, of which, are brand-
new Beholder species that haven’t been
released in any previous sets. Scheduled
to ship in October 2010.
WOC 28294 ..........................$34.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
ESSENTIALS DUNGEON TILES
MASTER SET - THE CITY
This essential Dungeons & Dragons
accessory contains 10 double-sided
sheets of illustrated, die-cut terrain tiles
printed on heavy cardstock. The tiles fea-
ture city streets, sewer tunnels, and terrain
elements that Dungeon Masters can use to
build exciting encounters set in urban
environments. Scheduled to ship in
October 2010.
WOC 21443 ..........................$19.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
ESSENTIALS - HEROES OF
THE FALLEN LANDS
This essential player product for the 4th
Edition Dungeons & Dragons Fantasy
Roleplaying Game presents exciting new
builds for the most iconic classes: the cler-
ic, the fighter, the ranger, the rogue, and
the wizard. Each class comes with a set of
new powers, class features, paragon
paths, and epic destinies. Also featured is
expanded information and racial traits
for some of the game’s most popular
races, including dwarves, eladrin, elves,
halflings, and humans. Scheduled to ship
in October 2010.
WOC 24752 ..........................$19.95

LEGENDARY AIRCRAFT PUZZLE
Scheduled to ship in September 2010.
WMP 698................................$14.95

SPACE SHUTTLE
MULTI-PICTURE PUZZLE
Scheduled to ship in September 2010.
WMP 697................................$14.95

WHITE WOLF
PUBLISHING

VAMPIRE THE REQUIEM:
NEW WAVE REQUIEM
Do you remember the 80s? Not that
bubble-gum garbage you see on those
so-called “music networks”, but the real
80s? World War III was always on the
horizon while sex, drugs, and money
flowed like a river of blood right to us.
Vampires were everywhere. The
Masquerade was at its thinnest point,
but we didn’t care because the world
was ours. Those were good times. This
Vampire: The Requiem sourcebook
offers a brief historical look at America
in the 1980s - from a Kindred perspec-
tive - with a story set in 1983 Chicago,
complete with a pre-generated coterie.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
WWP 25728 ..........................$19.99

WIZARDS OF THE COAST

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
ESSENTIALS DUNGEON
MASTER’S KIT BOX
This deluxe box contains awe-
some tools, rules, and adventure
content for every Dungeon
Master, including a 96-page
book of rules and advice for
Dungeon Masters, 32-page
monster book, two 32-page
adventures, three sheets of die-
cut monster tokens, two double-
sided battle maps, and a fold-
out Dungeon Master’s screen.
Scheduled to ship inOctober 2010.
WOC 24464 ..............$39.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS:
GAMMA WORLD RPG
Earth. After the apocalypse. Never mind
the radiation - you’re gonna like it here!
The D&D Gamma World Roleplaying
Game offers hours of rollicking enter-
tainment in a savage land of adventure,
where the survivors of some mythical
future disaster must contend with
radioactive wastes, ravaged cities, and
rampant lawlessness. Utilizing the 4th
Edition D&D Roleplaying Game system
as its foundation, this complete, stand-
alone roleplaying game comes with a
160-page book with rules for character
creation, game rules, and an adventure,
two sheets of die-cut character and mon-
ster tokens, two double-sided battle
maps, cardstock character sheets and
mutation power cards, a Mutation power
card deck, and a Loot power card deck.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.
WOC 25460 ..........................$39.99
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MTG: ELSPETH VS
TEZZERET DUEL DECKS
Battle-hardened determination meets ruth-
less ambition! Elspeth Tirel is adrift amongst
the planes, seeking only a place of solace.
Despite her prowess in battles, she has no
desire for confrontation, but is again
pressed into combat to uphold her sworn
duty of service and protection. Tezzeret is
an artificer equal parts ambition and
etherium, the arcane alloy that imbues his
body. His true allegiance is only to himself,
and he’s unafraid to use allies as well as
enemies as pawns in his quest for power.
These two powerful, diametrically-opposed
Planeswalkers will collide. You’ll determine
who will prevail! Scheduled to ship in
September 2010.NOTE: This item is sold to
retailers in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
DECKS
WOC 21054-S ........................$19.99
DISPLAY (6)
WOC 21054-D ......................$119.94

MTG: SCARS OF MIRRODIN
The Corrosion Begins! Scars of Mirrodin
heralds the latest expansion block for
Magic: The Gathering. Scheduled to ship
in October 2010. NOTE: This item is sold
to retailers in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
BOOSTER DISPLAY (36)
WOC 21059-D ......................$143.64
BOOSTER PACK
WOC 21059-S ..........................$3.99
FAT PACK
WOC 21064 ..........................$34.99
INTRO PACK
WOC 21061-S ........................$12.99
INTRO PACK DISPLAY (10)
WOC 21061-D ......................$129.90

DC HEROCLIX: BRIGHTEST DAY
ACTION PACK
After Blackest Night comes the
Brightest Day! Heroes thought long
dead are resurrected by the power of
the White Lantern to fight evil anew.
Why these heroes? What is their con-
nection? Find out with the DC
HeroClix Brightest Day Action Pack!
This action pack includes seven high-
ly-detailed, 3D miniatures, each with
a character card (Aquaman, Martian
Manhunter, Hawkgirl, Captain
Boomerang, Osiris, Firestorm,
Deadman, each in their new,
Brightest Day costumes) and two
Brightest Day-themed maps.
Scheduled to ship in October 2010.

WZK 70162 ..............................................................................$24.99

WIZKIDS/NECA

DC HEROCLIX: CLASSICS
BATMAN - ARKHAM ASYLUM
ESCAPE! MEGA PACK
Batman and Robin strike from the
shadows! Can they recapture
Arkham Asylum’s most notorious
criminals in time? Will good tri-
umph? Only you can decide with
the DC HeroClix: Classics Batman -
Arkham Asylum Escape! Containing
everything two players need to
play, the Classics Batman - Arkham
Asylum Escape! Mega Pack comes
complete with Batman, Robin, The
Joker, Bane, Scarecrow, and Mr.
Freeze Clix figures, with Character
Cards, plus one Map, a Rules
Sheet, and Dice. Scheduled to ship
in September 2010.
WZK 70126 ......................................................................................PI

DC HEROCLIX: CLASSICS -
BATMAN VS JOKER BATTLE PACK
Strike from the Shadows! When evildoers threaten
Gotham City, only one hero can save the city: Batman!
Help Batman and his ally Commissioner Gordon
defeat The Joker and Two-Face before they can finish
their plans for mayhem! Batman vs. Joker Battle Pack
comes complete with Batman, The Joker, and
Commissioner Gordon Clix figures, with Character
Cards. Scheduled to ship in September 2010.
WZK 70117 ......................................................PI

DC HEROCLIX: CLASSICS -
BATMAN VS TWO-FACE BATTLE PACK
Strike from the Shadows! When evildoers threaten
Gotham City, only one hero can save the city:
Batman! Help Batman and his ally Commissioner
Gordon defeat The Joker and Two-Face before they
can finish their plans for mayhem! Batman vs. Two
Face Battle Pack comes complete with Batman, Two-
Face, and Penguin Clix figures, with Character
Cards. Scheduled to ship in September 2010.
WZK 70116 ....................................................PI

DC HEROCLIX:
JONAH HEX BATTLE PACK
Jonah Hex is finally entering the HeroClix platform
with the DC HeroClix: Jonah Hex Battle Pack. This
movie-themed Battle Pack contains three brand-
new, highly detailed figures that bring the action
straight from the big screen to your collection:
Jonah Hex, Lilah, and Turnbull! Scheduled to ship in
July 2010.
WZK 70142 ....................................................PI


